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Abstract

In a supersymmetric composite model based on an SUM)

confining theory, complementarity is used to support the symmetry-

breaking pattern and spectrum of massless particles in a confining

phase. The model is found to accommodate two generations of quarks

and leptons as quasi Nambu-Goldstone fermions and another two

generations as chiral fermions. Masses of composite particles are

examined and the quark-lepton generations are classified according

to possible mass splittings. The suppression of dangerous flavor-

changing interactions is also considered.
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Introduction: It is expected that the observed mass hierarchies of

quarks and leptons are well explained by compositeness of quarks

and leptons. To protect quarks and leptons from acquiring large

masses of order of the compositeness scale (>1 TeV), underlying
n| 1

dynamics of fundamental constituents-subquarks should respect a
2—4)chiral symmetry and/or supersymmetry (SUSY). In models with

SUSY, which undergoes no spontaneous breakdown, quasi Nambu-

Goldstone fermions (QNGF's) are generated as superpartners of the

Nambu-Goldstone bosons associsted with dynamical breakdown of a

41
chiral symmetry G to its subgroup H. If H further acts as a

chiral symmetry, H may require chiral fermions (CF's) in addition

to QNGF's belonging to the coset space G/H, both of which must

satisfy the 't hooft consistency conditions on H. To find a

consistent breaking pattern of G is, therefore, of great importance

for generating massless composite fermions.

One of approaches to this problem is to employ the notion of

"Complementarity". ' ' Complementarity uses the equivalence of

two phases: The Higgs phase and confining phase of the same theory

and postulates that 1) The breaking pattern of chiral symmetries in

the Higgs phase should be the same as that in the confining phase

and 2) The spectrum of the massless particles in the Higgs phase

should be the same as that in the confining phase. The

anomaly-matching that is trivial in the Higgs phase is guaranteed

in the confining phase. Thus, if complementarity is applied to

models, the spectrum of massless particles in the confining phase

is provided by examining the well-understood Higgs phase. As a

realistic application, complementarity should implement the

repetition of massless particles with the same quantum numbers.
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which will describe the quark-lepton generations.

In this paper, relying upon complementarity, we discuss a

repetition of the quark-lepton states and their possible mass

splittings in a specific supersymmetric model based on an SU(4)g°
c

F2)confining theory. The repetition is shown to arise in such a

way that QNGF's and CF's possess the same quantum numbers and these

repeated states are assigned to the observed quark-lepton

generations according to their mass splittings. The suppression of

dangerous flavor-changing interactions is also considered.

The model contains two kinds of subquarks carrying the

Pati-Salam four "colors"101 of SU(4)C, ca and §a (a- 0,1,2,3), and

one kind of subquark carrying the two weak "isospin" of SU(2)W, *i

(i=l,2). They are denoted by S 1 1 ' ^ (f(1) ,1>(1)) f and £(2>1
A=

(?(2) , * ( 2 > ) 1
A (i=l-10; A=l-4). The reason of introducing two sets

of four "colors" is two fold: One is to anticipate the suppression

of flavor-changing interactions and the other is to prepare the

seed of two generations of quarks and leptons being QNGF's. Also

included is a subquark belonging to §.sc- ̂ fABl
= "' *'rABl ' A # B =

1-4), which acts as another "glue" and confines the flavor

subquarks into CF's. Flavor gauge interactions are based on

GjOC=SU<3)£OCxSU(2)£ocxU(l)£oc, which is dynamically broken to

SU(3)locxU(l);oc due to SU(4)1°C. This SU(4)*°C theory is
K* G7H sc sc

asymptotically free and anomaly-free. The global symmetry of the

model is given by

G=SU(10)LxSU(10>RxU(l)vxU(l)1xU(l)2, (1)

under which superfields transform according to Table 1.

Our strategy of examining a mass spectrum of "light" composite
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particles is as follows: (i) Choose condensates made of scalars

that generate a spontaneous breaking of G to H and find a spectrum

of massless composites, including composite Nambu-Goldstone super-

fields associated with G-»H, ' that satisfies the 't Hooft

consistency conditions on H; (ii) Support (i) by complementarity;

(iii) Introduce explicit breakings of H consistent with a SUSY-

anomaly relation of the Konishi type and calculate supersymmet-

ric masses of the Nambu-Goldstone superfields by a SUSY version of

14)Dashen's formula; and (iv) Assume the feasibility of SUSY-

breaking perturbations and estimate the order of magnitude of

masses for composites.

Spectrum of Massless Composites: In the confining phase, we assume

the following scalar condensates:

-Ah- <2b)

where Aw and Ah are of order Aco . F 3 ) Since SU(2)£ocxU(1)*oc is

simultaneously broken by <w.wR), A w is required to be around 1 TeV.

The symmetry G undergoes dynamical breakdown to H:

H=SU(8)LxSU(8)LxSU(2)wxU(l)cxU(l)wxU(l)A. (3)

Three U(l)'s of H are determined to be: Q = [4Q,,+(QT-Q_J 3/5,

Qw=f (QL-QR)-Qv]/5 and QA=r 4Q2~7 (QL+QR> V 5 , where QLR=«-4fl)
 fo^

(i=l,2, i=3-10); Q v 2 are the U(l)v 2-charges of G. Listed in

Table 2 are transformation properties of subquarks under H.

Through G-»H, massless Nambu-Goldstone superfields are

associated with broken generators of SL(10,C)xSL(10,C)x[GL(l,C)]3,
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the complex extension of G. Let T(ft-»n) be a representation of

the generator T(ftifi) satisfying [ Timfi) ,n]=T(ft->fi)m, then T«£->cT),

T(«L-^6^), T(«^->IL), T(ftL-*Sg), T(ftL-»«L)+T<«£-»«£) and T(iUh) become

broken generators. The Nambu-Goldstone superfields are, thus,

represented by

(ftLfiL' flReR( ' ' V L ' ^ R 1 ' «R*L a n d "*' <4'

exhibiting two generations of quarks and leptons as QNGF's.

In addition to these QNGF's, CF's should be generated since H

possesses non-vanishing anomalies that are not saturated by QNGF's

alone. One can find that all anomalies including the gravitational

one are saturated by QNGF's together with CF's contained in the

F4)
following composite superfields:

<V £ **m» < * " **") and ( V * V • ? * ) {5)

where the subscripts 11, 2) stand for the (singlet, doublet) of

SU{2)W. Another two generations of quarks and leptons are

generated by the (chiral) H symmetry. The massless composite

states in the confining phase are listed in Table 3.

Now, let us interpret these results in terms of the Higgs

phase. We can choose the following scalar fields to develop

non-vanishing vacuum expectation values:

<§ ( 1' i
A>| 6 = 0^5 i

A and (§(2)l
A>|e=0«(5

1
A (i=l-M;A=l-4) , (6a,b)

for M-2,3,4 and, for M=2,

d^AB' <A,B-l-4) (6c)

where G
A B (

= ~ G B A >
 i s a n invariant tensor of Sp(4) with G14=G32=1.

Among three cases (M=2,3,4) that yield the complete breakdown of
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s u ( 4's°°' F 5 ) t h e c a s e w i t h M = 2 c e r t a i n l v gives the same breaking

G-»H and the same mass spectrum as in the confining phase. Massless

particles in the Higgs phase are also listed in Table 3. Three

U(l>'s of H are given by QC=[4QV +(QL-QR)]/5, Q^C (QL-QR) -Q

and QA=[4Q2-7(QL+QR)]/5, where Qsc=(l.-1) for (A=l,2, A=3,4). The

four subcolors are translated into two sets of the SU<2)tiI-isospin,

which can be regarded as the origin of the quark-lepton repetition.

Masses of Quarks and Leptons: Four generations of quarks and

leptons consist of QNGP's represented by we and fts and of CF's by

w he and ft hs. Mass splittings among four generations, if arise

through explicit symmetry-breakings, suggest how to assign each

generations to 1st ("e"-), 2nd < % " - ) , 3rd <"£"-) and 4th ("£"'-)

generations. Qualitative estimation of masses of QNGF's has been

attempted in Ref. 19).

The symmetry-breaking Lagrangian, Lb, consistent with SU(4)*°
C

and G J O C is taken to be Lb=(Wfa|ee+h.c.>+Lscalar+ L g l u i n o with

(7a>

ssXX+ h.c., (7b,c)

where W. preserves SUSY, L , . breaks SUSY and L , breaksb c gluino scalar

both SUSY and H. The U ( D A symmetry is broken as (AQft| = (2, 16, 14)

for <Wb, L g l u i R O, Lscalar>- Although Wfa is "algebrically"

consistent with SUSY, the anomaly-relation of the Konishi type

requires that the SUSY-vacuum be specified by
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(8)

where *]. stands for each species of scalars. We find that

and Mj=0 because <hh>#0. The supersyrarnetric mass Mh is forbidden.

The supersymmetric masses for composites are as follows: 1)

For the Nambu-Goldstone superfields, their masses are calculated by

14)
the SUSY version of Dashen's formula:

1 w w l l W i < o l [ T W ) ' fT (N)' w b l e = o ] ] l o > ' « 9 )

where T(M or N) (M=ftm'; N=fin') represents the broken generator.

Their masses are given by f ^ m ^ = <01 CT(ftj;cL) , rT(wLc£) ,Wb|e=()]] | 0>-

McMc fc0 <*!*£>'
 f X w m q ^ 5 <

fKwmww - <0UT{«») ,CT(«*) JWb|e=0]]|0> = 0; f*hmhh5<0 | 'T<hh> ,rT(hh) ,

Wb|e_Q]]|0> =Mh<hh>=0, where T(ww) corresponds to T<ftiL->*iL>
 +

2 L 2 L l R l R 2 R 2 R ' T h e S U <2) w - t r ip le t superfield i s

removed by the gauge f ields of SU(2)£ocxU(l)*oc . 2) For chira l
(3) Csuperfields, they are expected to acquire masses: m ' ̂  M n<wrw_>
C[tK C f CU Li H

<hh>/AcomP
 f O r fiLh5L W i t h *R h6R' mq> Mss0^L f tR > < h h > / Acom P

 f O r

•L" L with w£*ns£; m ^ M ^ ^ w ^ / A ^ ) 2=0 for w ^ with

By the exp l i c i t SUSY-breaking from L
q ^ u i o n o leaving the ch i ra l

Z(16)B symmetry unbroken, masses for the neutral QNGF's in ww and

hh and for the neutral CF in whft are generated. These masses are

found to be characteriz -i by M from Z(16) and are roughly given
SS A

a n d fChmhh-Mss<^>2/A^omp. Similarly

m1 MM. < W T » S <hh>/A° „„ . All scalars but for the "true" Nambu-
ww ss j_* i\ coinp

Goldstone boson (NGB) in w ft associated with a broken U(l) will

acquire masses by the explicit breakings from L , . The NGB

receives a mass from L , . and W. since U(l) is explicitly
gluiono b c i

broken by the interactions of the whw-type in W. . The combined
- 7 -



breakings from L g l u^ o n o
 a n d L

SCalar
 al-so 9ive masses for quarks and

Ffi 1

leptons. Shown in Table 4 are these masses.

Since scalar masses should be larger than<v50 GeV, all u's are

greater than /v5Q GeV. For the possible hierarchical masses of

quarks and leptons, we choose the parameters to be: f ivA <\>A <vl
T e V ; f

Ith~
Ah~3AcompF3) w i t h uh<<Acomp o r f*h~ \~ Acomp w i t h "iT

) (ph8ltaJt(Ah'11h|A'3Accwp)' Uc0^^c/^^s0/l0r,Us/20^S0 GeV;

Mss-vlo GeV; and for simplicity, M^ £,
 M
s s ̂ i^com '* < i = c 0' c» s 0' s)•

These values yield (m^11 , m'1' )M25 MeV, 250 MeV) j (m[2) , m'2! K

(2.5 GeV, 25 GeV); (m[3) , m(3) )M250 MeV, 2.5 GeV); (m'4) , m(4) )r»

(25 GeV, 250 GeV). This mass pattern suggests that "e"- and "re-

generations consist of QNGF's and that "u"- and ""C1 "-generations,

of CF's although the "e" is much heavier. The masses for sleptons

and squarks, (nu, m.), are (50 GeV, 150 GeV) for "e"; (150 GeV, 450

GeV) for "g"; (450 GeV, 1 TeV) for "I"; (1 TeV, 3 TeV) for "£'".-

Owing to the badly broken SUSY and SU(4)T D for §„ (a=l-3), y JV
Lirt\ u,a su

* -
u <vl TeV, ws for "t" and S hs for "t.1" become as heavy as 1 TeV.

Their fermionic partners, i.e. the 3rd and 4th quarks and leptons,

will be protected by the discrete symmetry from (the badly broken)

U(1)A. In fact, the "light" composite fermions can contain the

"light" fermion sQ a with a mass ~
M
s s(u s 0 s ^ c o m p ' instead of the

heavy scalar §0 . For wh^Accl , indicating the heavy h as well as

the heavy §Q , the 4th quarks and leptons will not be necessarily

"light" since these CF's at least contain one heavy scalar, either

sn or h. Similarly for QNGF in hh. A neutral QNGF in OCw with au, a

mass <vM couples to Z with the sans strength as v- . * '

Now, let us proceed to discuss rare processes. The processes

except for K%lt+eu and Kj-»eu are well forbidden by H: n-»eY and
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KQ-K0 are forbidden by Ud> w and proton decays are by U(l)c. The

processes forbidden by U(D W are induced by the interactions of whw

in Wb, being of the chirality-changing type. Suppression

factors from the chirality-conservation can be characterized by

^ ^ fOr >"eY and b* " c V V ^
" ^ ^ f o r K0~^0' w h i c h a r e experimentally required to be less

than ~ACQ / (108 TeV) and ~ A
c o m p / <

4 0 0 TeV), respectively. Kg-Kg is

also induced by chirality-conserving interactions such as (irdT)
Li L

with the suppression factor from U(U W:
 M

w
Mss0h/^comp^\omp/(400

TeV) . These requirements give M w£ 10 MeV by the use of M A/10 GeV,

uc0~Mo/3^50 GeV , A C Q iv 1 TeV and oh~3/\co . Unfortunately, the

mechanism of suppressing K ->H+eu (K^eu) does not work. Had ft&

and w§ formed "e" and "u", it would have well worked.

Summary ar.d Discussion: We have discussed the issue of symmetry

breakings on the basis of complementarity. Complementarity admits

the symmetry-breaking of G=SU(10) .xSUdOl^xfUd) ] to H=SU(8)Tx

SU(8)RxSU(2)wxU(l)cxU(l)wxU(l)A, which becomes possible by the

presence of the £ superfield (h), and leads to the quark-lepton

spectrum given by the Nambu-Goldstone superfields (w.cT, ŵ ĉ T) and

{ftTsT , <££>} and bv the chiral superfields (O*hcT , «£*hc£) and

Mass hierarchies of quarks and leptons are characterized by

explicit breakings of H and SUSY. Especially, the quark-lepton

mass splitting is due to the chiral SU(4)C symmetry. The mass

parameters are at best chosen to be: frcw'
x'\/v/\:.omp~*

 TeV; f;thv'V%'

3AcomP
 w i t h "h«Acomp o r fJhA^comp w i t h "h~3Acomp; "ss"10 G e V :

30"50 G e V f O r Mc0,c.s0,s^ss(uc0,c,s0,s/AcomP
)2'

leading to the heavier "e". The SUSY breaking is large in the



sector of U S Q ~ U ~1 TeV and the 3rd and 4th sleptons and squarks

acquire masses ~ 1 TeV. The mechanism for the suppression of

K->Jt en (Kj-»eu) failed to work since "e" and "g" turned out to

consist of fie and ft he but not of ftc and ws. This issue is left

for future improvement. Other processes such as u->eY and K Q - K Q are

well suppressed by the approximate U(l) with the breaking scale

Mw&10 MeV and proton decays are all forbidden by U(l) .

(4 1
The average masses of the 4th leptons and quarks are: (m' ,

m ( 4 l ) M 2 5 GeV, 250 G e V ) F 8 ) and those of e and D are <mg, m . ) M 5 0

GeV, 150 GeV). We thus expect that ml 4 1 is around 50 GeV and

m- . are around 100 GeV. The 4th leptons are in the reach of

future collider experiments at SLC and LEP. A new neutal QNGF in

P
the SU (2) -singlet ft ft with a mass: m=O(10 GeV)(vM behaves as uT

interacting with Z. If 2m<m,, it contributes to the Z-width.
u

The mass splitting between the up- and down-components of the

weak SU(2) doublets should be generated to explain m «m , m <m,,

m s«m c, m b«m t. Symmetry arguments, if available, are related to

the large breakings of SU(2)n (consistent with SU(2)^ocxU(l)i°c).
I\ Li i

For m «m , there has been a "see-saw" mechanism, which can be
v 8.

set by SU(2)R- and U(l) B_L-breakings: M ^ c ^ * ^ + SQE^IE1 w i t h K
u~

A . Majorana masses M (i=l-4) for v „ are induced ascomp i/ R

M!lr2)^Mss a n d M'3'4)~(Mw/Acomp)2Mss- S i n c e Mw^ 1 0 M e V' M!3'4' a r e

(3 4)very "light" and the mechanism is nrc operative for v ' . A more

elaborated discussion is required. On the other hand, so far very

little has been known about the quark sector, in which u and d

exhibit the approximate SU(2)W while the others strongly break it.

The proper understanding of these origins will provide a clue to

the interfamily mixing as well as intrafamily mass hierarchies.
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FOOTHOTES

Fl) For recent reviews, see for example Ref. 1).

F2) The advantage of taking SU(N)*°C with N=4 has been emphasized

as "Four Fold Way" in Ref. 9).

F3) Ah could be larger than ACQ because of the larger non-
* C 15)

abelian charge of h than w_ and <>„.
Li R

F4) The L-handed ft can be constructed by the R-handed ft

surrounded by the gauge field V:16) DD[WWexp<gV)m*]=[A Au"m*+

..., 0(A Xo"^ + ...)], where W is the L-handed gauge

superfield. The composites are either in 2Z m ^[AB] n o r i n

Z f M C % §ril-ifln. Under H, h and «' are equivalent to h*
ABCD , A I B C I D R

and wT, respectively.
Li

F5) For models without the antisymmetric field, see Ref. 18).

F6) The boson mass squared of order M_n n _M__ is not listed.
CUfCpSU/S SS

The mass of J=0 ft ft is the one for NGB. For ^jj^comp w i t h

U.A/3A , masses for the chiral superfields and J=l/2 hh willn comp

accompany uh instead of A, for the h-h transition.

F7) The "overall" inverfamily mixings between "e" and "u" and

between "X" and "z'" are characterized by M /A

F8) Similar predictions on the masses of the 4th generation have

been made in different contexts of composite models. See for

example, Ref. 22) .

F9) Although the symmetry H reduces to its subgroup (M (NJACO ) ,

the light particle content is not altered owing to the

presence of the modified U(D A and CU(1)B_L]R symmetries for

the R-hc.nded leptons.
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Table 1 Transformation properties of superfields under G and SU(4) .

(x, y) in U(l)2 denotes the U(1)2~charges for the spin (J=0,J=l/2)

for §'s and (J=1/2,J=1) for V.

superfields spin SU(10)L SU(10)R U(l)v Udlj U(l)2 SU(4)*
OC

-1 (-7,3) 4.c

#< 2 1 1' 2 0, («,,«,)
Li L L

£(2)3-6 eC (eC C( , 0 r l / 2 ) i 10. _!

V

7-10 •s
h

(5

(h

(X

R.SR)

,h) (0,1/2)

(1/2,1)

1

li-

li-
li-

0

0

10

0

(0,

(-10

10) 6SC

,0) 15SC

Table 2 Transformation properties of subquarks under H. 6 and S are two

quartets of SU(4)C involving SU(3)^
OC and the 2L of SU(2)W also

belongs to 2 of SU(2)£OC . (x,y) in U ( D A denote the

charges for (J=0, J=l/2) or (J=l/2, J=l).

subquarks

6L (eL'CL>

SL ( § L ' S L '

aR ( 5R' CR'

•S ••£'«
ft (ft w )
L L' L

O C (fflC,wC)

h (h,h)

V (X,A )

spin

(0,1/2)

(0,1/2)

(0,1/2)

(0,1/2)

(0,1/2)

(0,1/2)

(0,1/2)

(1/2,1)

SU(8)L

I

1

li-
li-

1

\t
-"

SU(8)R

I*

If
-

li-

1

1

SU(2)W

II-

1.

2
1

I

u(l)c

1

-1

0

0

0

0

u(Dw

0

0

1

-1

0

0

u(DA

(-7,1)

(-7,1)

(0,8)

(0,8)

(0,8)

(-8,0)

-16-



Table 3 Transformation properties of massless particles under H: subquarks

in the Higgs phase and composites in the confining phase. The 2̂

of SU(2)W also belongs to 2 of SU(2)*
OC in the confining phase.

(x,y) in t/(UA denotes the U(l)ft-charges for (J=0,J=l/2) .

massles:
Higgs

gA=l,2

8A=1,2
SL
£R A«l,2

•S *-i.a
* A - 1 , 2 * C

W L W R

h r i4 ]fh r3.

eA=3,4

§i! A=3,4
h[ i2]
hf34]

s particles
confining

»LeL

flLSL

WRCR

°R§R

A=l,2 *R°L

d L h 4 L

SU(8) r

1

1

1

B_

i

i

i

SU(8)

1.

i

l

I

a*

i

SU(2)

1L

2

i ' 2
l

2_

X

U(l)

1

- l

0

0

1

- 1

0

0

c U ( 1 ) w

1

- 1

0

0

- 1

l

- 2

2

(-7,1)

(-7,1)

(0,8)

(0,8)

(-7.1)

( - 7 , 1 )

IO , 8 1

( 0 , 8 )

Table 4 Order of magnitude of masses for composite particles. The
subscripts (i, 2) denote the (singlet, doubletl of SU(21W-

compo-
sites

h h .

li-
ft he j

«*h§2

»h«.

supersymmetric
masses

Mc,c0(VW2

Ms,s0 (VW2

0

0

M . (A o . / Ac,cO w h comi

Ms,s0 (rtwph/Acomi
0

supersymmetry-breaking
3=1/2

Mss ( uc,c0Aw / ftwAcomp ) 2 U

Mss (us,s0Aw / ficwAcomp )2 u

M s s ( A w / f x w A c o m p ) 2 M

Hss ( pn / f i thAcomp ) 2 u

p ) 2 Mss (uc,c0Awoh /Acomp ) U

p ' 2 Mss fus,s0Aw l>h /Acomp'2 "
Mss (Aw°h /Acomp'2 D

masses
J=0

CcoAw'^w

s,soVf
rtw

IssMwAwAh / f»wAcomp

hAh /f)rh

c,c0Aw°h/Acomp

s,sOAw°h/Acomp

h<VAcomp'2

and ^hh)=AL ? o
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